
 
 
May 16, 2019 
 
Dear UEN Members, 
 
Unicheck takes pride in partnering with UEN. You can count on us for seamless              
integration with Canvas by Instructure and Google Classroom; reliable and          
accessible software with 99.9% uptime; fully automated, accurate and safe check           
for potential plagiarism; as well as a round-the-clock support, trainings and           
assistance with onboarding.  
 
Below is the outline of Unicheck’s services included in the UEN consortia pricing. 

Features/Services Pricing for UEN Members 

Annual License Fee* $1 per FTE 

Premium 24/7 Support (chat, phone, email) Included 

Dedicated Account Manager Included 

Implementation Assistance Included 

Maintenance Fee Included 

Online Help resources Included 

On-boarding and On-demand Online Trainings Included 

Advanced Link Security Included 

Hosting Service (AWS) Included 

Plagiarism check for source Code (beta) Included 

Advanced Anti-cheating Module (beta) Included 

Analytics (coming soon) Included 

 
*you can request a free two-month pilot to test Unicheck before purchasing 



 
Unicheck automates all the stages of checking student works for originality inside            
Canvas LMS. Thanks to a new Canvas Plagiarism Framework, Unicheck offers a            
reliable, robust and integrated experience. Users can access Unicheck reports right           
from their accounts in Canvas LMS. Instructors benefit from the Unicheck           
functionality without having to sacrifice any Canvas LMS features. A submission           
workflow for students is the same as in the regular Canvas assignments. Search for              
text matches is carried out in the background and the search results are displayed in               
Canvas. 
 
Unicheck is a Canvas Alliance Partner since 2016. We have been closely working             
with Instructure Team to ensure the best user experience.  
 
We are a community driven company and encourage UEN members to constantly            
share their feedback with us and receive more tailored experiences with Unicheck. 
 
Thank you in advance for the opportunity to empower your community with            
efficient tools and make your life easier. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Serhii Tkachenko 
CEO at Unicheck  
Mobile: 1 828 523 0400 
Office: 1 281 912 0548 
Email: serhii@unicheck.com 
 
Anna Rudenko 
Head of Customer Success at Unicheck 
Mobile: 1 313 557 3569 
Office: 1 281 912 0548 
Email: a.rudenko@unicheck.com 
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